User Manual for PPG New Zealand Merlin Customer Edition Colour Mixing Software
(MerlinCE and MerlinFMCE) – Updated for Version 2.1.0.0 Changes

1.0

GENERAL INFORMATION

PPG New Zealand maintains a database of formulations for every paint colour which has been matched in its colour
laboratory using any of its tint systems. Typically these colour matches are to colours on PPG’s own colour charts or to
colours on other published colour charts or to particular customer-supplied samples.
The formula for a selected paint colour is simply the ratio (by weight) to be used for mixing proprietary PPG-supplied tinters
and other components to achieve the selected finished colour. The formula database is used internally by PPG when
supplying ready-mixed colours directly to customers, and made available to distributors and others who wish to do their own
mixing through the customer edition of PPG’s Merlin software described here.
This document describes how to use the Merlin (customer edition) software which is already installed on a computer. There
is separate documentation on obtaining and installing Merlin software, and on obtaining and applying subsequent updates
to the database.
Please note that for any 2-pot products (i.e. to be mixed with a hardener prior to application) the colour formulation never
includes the hardener which must be added separately immediately prior to use according to the ratio specified on the
product datasheet. The colour formulation available from Merlin is only ever for “Part A” (where applicable).

2.0

OVERVIEW & INSTRUCTIONS

2.1 Product “Line” Selection Window
This window (Figure 2.1) appears when the Merlin software application starts up – It is the start point for searching for or
navigating to any colour formula.
2.1.1 Database and Location
When this window first appears it is programmed to access the PPG database of publicly-available colour formulations.
 Click the ‘Customer’s Custom Colour Formulations’ radio button to access the private database of customers custom
colour formulations which may have been entered by the customer (Refer to Section 3 for more information on
custom colour formulations)
 Click the ‘PPG Merlin Colour Formulations’ radio button to switch back to accessing the PPG database
The two databases (PPG & Custom) will probably have been installed in the locations (folders) indicated in the Database
folders… box, but if not installed there (or installed elsewhere) the software will not be able to find them and will not be
operational until the locations have been correctly set.
 If database location not set correctly at start-up, click Continue button in error message box displayed at start-up –
then change location data
 Click either of the Path buttons – then browse to find the correct location within the file system on this computer
where the database files are held [Once changed, the database location information is automatically saved for future
reference so should not need to be corrected again]

Figure 2.1

2.1.2 Select a Product Line
The term Product Line refers to a particular paint (identified by both a code number and a name in the table in Fig 2.1)
regardless of colour. The order in which these appear in the table can be changed by clicking on the column headings
(standard MS Windows function).





Click on any row to select (highlight) that row or use these drop list selector to select a product line.
Click Browse Line button to move to colour selection window for selected product,
OR Double-click on any row to select a product and move directly to colour selection window (Fig 2.3)
Click Search All button to move to colour selection window for all product lines combined (Expect a slight delay
due to the large amount of data being made available for viewing)

2.1.3 Ingredient Price Maintenance
The term “tinter” refers to any of the PPG-supplied components in the mixed colour formula, not just the pigmented
components. Merlin users may maintain their own list of prices (or cost prices) of these components and these values are
used by the software to calculate the weighted average price (or cost price) of any displayed mixed colour formula. The
calculated value may then be used, if required, as a base for calculating a selling or charge-on price.
Note changes made to pricing data here is stored in your customers custom database ‘CQDBCUSTOM1_1_0_0.sdf’ file.
 Click Tinter Prices… button to open Tinter Price Maintenance window (Fig 2.2)

Figure 2.2

2.1.3.1 Model worked example showing how the weighted average price is calculated.

2.2 Tinter Price Maintenance Window
If this is the first time this window has been opened, the displayed prices will default to values derived from PPG’s list prices,
otherwise the values will be as last saved from this window. The order in which the items are listed in the table can be
changed by clicking on the column headings (standard MS Windows function).
 Click on any line in the table to select a tinter
 Overwrite the highlighted Price per 4 litre value for the selected tinter with its new value, if required
[Changed value not automatically saved to database]
 Click Save Prices button to save any changes back into the database
2.3 Colour Selection Window
This window shows the colours available in the product line selected in the product selection window, or in all product lines
if that option was chosen. As usual, the order of the items in the table may be changed by clicking on the column headings.
It is common for a particular colour to be known by more than one name or to exist on more than one colour chart, and
there may be more than one version of a formula for a given colour (Shade Number). Shade Number is intended to be a
unique identifier corresponding to an actual finished colour. Any 2 items in the table with the same shade number should be
the same finished colour, and any 2 items with the same shade number and same formula version (within same product line)
always refer to the same physical formula.

Figure 2.3

2.3.1 Finding a Colour (and Formula)
There are 3 boxes (below Shade No, Name or Code and Colour Chart columns) for entering search values:
 Enter a search value into any of the 3 boxes – When the cursor leaves the box its value is used to search the
corresponding column in the table and resort and reposition the table view to show any matching entries
 Click Search button to reduce the table view to show only those entries which match all (up to 3) of the search
values
 Click Reload All Colours button to reload all items into the table view
 Click on any item in the table to select it, then click View Formula button to move to formula window,
 OR Double-click on any item in the table to select it and move directly to the formula window
2.3.2 Crossover Function
The term “crossover” refers to a set of rules which may allow Merlin to show a formula for a particular product line and
shade which is based on a formula for the same shade in a different product line. There are certain product lines which, in
general, provide for colours formulated in those lines able to be crossed over to certain other product lines – but there are
restrictions and crossover is not necessarily valid for all colours. These “crossed over” formulas never exist on a database –
they are figments of the software, generated on demand.
The list of product line codes (if any) in the Cross over from… box indicates that formulas may be able to be crossed over
from those product lines into the currently-selected product line – but to explore this possibility it would first be necessary to
go back and reselect the “from” product line.
The list of product line codes (if any) in the Cross over to… box indicates that formulas may be able to be crossed over into
those product lines from the currently-selected product line.
 Click on one of the product line codes (if any) in the Cross over to… box to potentially obtain a generated
(crossed over) formula [Do this before moving to the formula window as in 2.3.1]
If the particular crossover being attempted is not valid, the reason will be given and no formula will be generated.
2.3.3 Price List Options

The selectors here tell Merlin which pricing data table to use when calculating the weighted average price ‘WAP’. If you
select ‘Standard Price List’ this will use the default pricing data stored in the database CQDB1_3_0_1.sdf file. If you select
‘Customers Price List’ Merlin will use the customised pricing data stored in database ‘CQDBCUSTOM1_1_0_0.sdf’ file.
You can change the pricing in the formulation viewer windows as well, should you select the incorrect pricing list to use.
Note by default the ‘Standard Price List’ is selected when the window opens.

2.4 Colour Formula Window / Formula Details Tab Control
This shows the detail of the formula (actual or crossed over) that was selected via previous windows.

Figure 2.4

2.4.1 Crossed over From…
If the displayed formula is one which has been generated by “cross over” from a formula in another product line, this box will
show the “from” product line code.
2.4.2 Size (litres)
Shows default size to which the formula has been scaled (usually 1 litre).
 Overwrite the displayed size [Formula is immediately rescaled to that size]

2.4.3 Size and Price table
Shows all of the standard sizes and list prices for this product that would apply were it to be supplied ready-mixed by PPG.
The derivation of the weighted average price values is explained in section 2.1.3 (The Calc Price box above shows the
weighted average price for the selected size.)
 Click on any size in the table [Formula is immediately rescaled to that size]
2.4.4 Price Group
Shows the price group as it would be determined by PPG’s internal system. [The dollar prices associated with the PPG price
groups are published to PPG resellers.]
2.4.5 Item Code (11i)
Shows PPG’s item code for the size selected from the size and price table.
2.4.6 Gloss Level
Defaults to “full gloss” or equivalent term. In many product lines, formulas may be adjusted to one of the offered reduced
gloss levels (e.g. G50 means nominal 50% gloss level).
 Select one of the available nominal gloss level options [Formula is immediately adjusted to selected gloss level]
 Select “As formulated” to show the formula as entered [Likely to be pigmented tinters only without any of the
converting/mixing “clears” which are usually included automatically at pre-set levels]
2.4.7 Texture Additive
In some product lines, texture additive can be included at pre-set levels. Default is “None”.
 Select “Regular” or “Coarse” if texture additive is required [Formula is immediately adjusted to selected value]

2.4.8 Trace Tint Replacement
Some relatively concentrated pigmented tinters can be problematic to include in very small quantities. When very small
quantities of such “trace tinters” are called for, Merlin automatically substitutes these trace quantities with larger quantities
of reduced strength (diluted) tinters and rescales the overall formula accordingly. This same substitution also happens in
reverse with otherwise overly large quantities of reduced strength tinters being replaced by smaller quantities of regular
tinters.
 Select “No” to suppress the automatic trace tint substitution feature [Formula is immediately adjusted
accordingly]
 Select “Yes” to restore the default behavior [Formula is immediately adjusted accordingly]

2.4.9

Price List Options
 Standard Price List
 Customers Price List

2.4 Colour Formula Window / Controls

2.5 Labels /Printing Formulations
2.5.1 Compliance
Merlin 2.1.0.0. now provides for printing to Dymo LabelWriter series printers or Paper Labels using a set of fixed label
templates sizes (JL2, JL4, JL6 and JL12) on Jenkins adhesive paper label stock.
The physically smaller labels are intended for containers holding up to 4 litres and the larger labels for sizes above 4 litres.
The disclosure and safety information printed on the labels is derived from PPG’s internal labeling and compliance systems –
It is provided in good faith and (at time of issue of the software) is believed to be legally compliant for product sold in New
Zealand if correctly applied.

2.5.2 Print a Product Label to a Dymo LabelWriter Printer (recommended model Dymo LabeWriter 450)
In order to utilise this printing feature, you must have purchased and setup a local USB connected Dymo LabelWriter 450,
450 Duo or 450 Twin Turbo models of label printer. You must also have already installed the dymo software supplied on
CD/DVD with the printer. The print feature utilised drivers and software from Dymo. If you have not installed a Dymo
LabelWriter and software and drivers you will not be able to utilise this printing feature.
Click the ‘Print Dymo Labels’ button to open the print window. It should appear as per the picture below.

In this windows the user has the option of configuring the label type to use. For now there are only two label sizes available
and standard address label (999012) and a large shipping label (30256) as shown below. This allows user to print dymo labels
appropriate to most uses.

The users can then select the LabelWriter printer attached to the local computer, the tray selection only available if a Dymo
LabelWriter Twin Turbo is attached. The number of labels and the print quality and speed of printing can also be selected.
Clicking the ‘Print Dymo Labels’ sends the print job to the printer. Note the preview windows show a indication only of how
the final label will appear when printed.
Fro each product two labels are printed the first shows the product and transport information and the second displays the
direction for use and the health and safety to which meets the requirement of New Zealand’s HSNO regulations only. If you
are exporting this label may not meet the requirements of the country of destination.

The label templates reside in the folder C:\Merlin\LABEL_TEMPLATES and can be edited or customised in the Dymo Label
writer template designer. Consult the Dymo software user manual for how to do this. Do not however change the names of
the objects on the dymo label in the designer as this will prevent Merlin from finding the correct object to which to populate
with data.
Below is list of the available Dymo label templates.

2.5.2 Print a Formula to a Dymo LabelWriter Printer (recommended model Dymo LabeWriter 450)
In order to utilise this printing feature, you must have purchased and setup a local USB connected Dymo LabelWriter 450,
450 Duo or 450 Twin Turbo models of label printer. You must also have already installed the dymo software supplied on
CD/DVD with the printer. The print feature utilised drivers and software from Dymo. If you have not installed a Dymo
LabelWriter and software and drivers you will not be able to utilise this printing feature.
Click the ‘Print Formula Labels’ button to open the print window. It should appear as per the picture below.

In this windows the user has the option of configuring the label type to use. For now there are only two label sizes available
the standard address label (999012) and a large shipping label (30256) as shown below. This allows user to print dymo
formula labels appropriate to most uses.

The users can then select the LabelWriter printer attached to the local computer, the tray selection only available if a Dymo
LabelWriter Twin Turbo is attached. The number of labels and the print quality and speed of printing can also be selected.
Clicking the ‘Print Dymo Labels’ sends the print job to the printer. Note the preview windows show a indication only of how
the final label will appear when printed.
For each label size the formula is printed. Note due to limitations of label real estate printable area. The small formula label
only supports 8 lines of formulation. If you need to print a formulation with 9 lines of formula ingredients then you will need
to select the large formula label.

2.5.3 Print Paper Labels.
This feature has been dramatically improved to support a variety of label sizes and now uses an embedded preformatted
report to display the label information. The label templates that are available are shown below. We have used Jenkins
labelling products as the labelling stock of choice.

JL2 Sheet Label
Sheet Size: 295mm High x 210mm Wide
Label Size: 146mm High x 207mm Wide
Labels Per Page: 2
Merlin Print Orientation: Portrait

JL4 Sheet Label
Sheet Size: 295mm High x 210mm Wide
Label Size: 102mm High x 136mm Wide
Labels Per Page: 4
Merlin Print Orientation: Landscape

JL6 Sheet Label
Sheet Size: 295mm High x 210mm Wide
Label Size: 65mm High x 145mm Wide
Labels Per Page: 6
Merlin Print Orientation: Landscape

JL12 Sheet Label
Sheet Size: 295mm High x 210mm Wide
Label Size: 49mm High x 98mm Wide
Labels Per Page: 12
Merlin Print Orientation: Portrait

Contact Information
Phone: +64 9 270 2160
Fax: +64 9 276 4720
Email: sales@jenkinsgroup.co.nz
Physical Address:
5 Tiri Place
Mount Wellington
Auckland 1060
New Zealand

The main window for printing labels appears as below.

On this screen you can change the label type by selecting a different label template form this list of available templates.

JL2 – 2 Labels / Page

JL4 – 4 Labels / Page

JL6 – 6 Labels / Page

JL12 – 12 Labels / Page

Once you have selected a valid label template, the preview window will update to give a preview of what the printed label
will look like. You can the select the printer from the Select a Printer list. This list is automatically populated with all valid
printers installed on the local machine the Merlin application is running on. Then select the number of copies you require
and then click on the Print Labels button to start a print job printing. Make sure you have loaded your labels according to the
printer manufacturers recommendations. Some may be label face side up, others may requires labels to be back side up.
Check your printer’s user manual to confirm which way labels should be facing when loading.
On some printers you may need to adjust margins if you find parts of the label are being cut off. Check with your local IT
support on how to change margins on a print job. Suitability of label stock and printer for use with Merlin’s label-printing
function remains the responsibility of the user.

2.5.4

Printing Formulations / Exporting Size / Price Details and Formulation Details to Microsoft Excel Workbook

This new feature to Version 2.0 allows you to print a formulation currently displayed in a more user readable and friendly
format. An example of the printed output is shown below.

The size and price and formula dataviewer’s can be exported to a Microsoft excel worksheet, provided Microsoft office 97 or
later including Microsoft Excel have been installed on the same computer Merlin is running on. The spread sheet files are
save to the folder path C:\Merlin\ and will following the filename convention of line-shade-price, xls and line-shadeformula.xls.
Using the formula above you would see two files the first 777HS-59466-price.xls and 777HS-59466-formula.xls

3.0 Custom Formulations
Users may wish to save the formulations of any colours they have blended themselves so that these can be recalled and reused. Merlin provides for such formulations to be entered into a private database –This is held as a physically separate file
from the main database so that it can remain unaffected by reinstallation of or updates to the main database. However, if
future extensions to the Merlin software did require some reformatting of the private database, PPG would then provide a
special utility program to do that.
As soon as any “custom” formulation has been entered into the private database, it is available for retrieval and use and is
subjected to the same rules that apply to the publicly-available PPG formulations. This means that it automatically acquires
the correct proportions of “converting clear” and “mixing clear” unless these have been deliberately overridden by the user.
(Also refer to Section 2.1.1)
3.1 Entering, Changing or Deleting a Custom Formulation
To enter, change or delete a custom (private) formulation, use the Colour Formula Maintenance program (see Fig 3.1) – This
is a separate executable program, not a function of the main Merlin (formula access) program.
Note that the sequence of entries in any of the lookup tables may be changed by clicking on the column headings (standard
MS Windows function).
 Click on any entry in the product lines table [Tinters valid for use within the selected product line will show in the
bottom left table; List of existing custom formulations (colours) in selected product line will show in the top right
table]
 Click on any entry in the (top right) colours table [Existing details for selected colour formulation will appear in
lower right section of the window]
 Click on Add New Colour button to start entering a new formulation [Add Colour Details window will appear –
Refer Section 3.1.1]
 Click Delete Formula button to delete the selected custom formulation from the database

Figure 3.1

3.1.1 Defining a Colour (Shade)
Refer Fig 3.1.1 – This window is used to add a complete new colour (shade) number and name or to add another name to an
existing colour number.
 Enter a shade number (minimum 3 characters) directly,
 Or Click Create New Colour Number button to find the lowest not-yet-used shade number across all product
lines on the custom formulations database (Note that starting number for this search may be specified by the
user)
 Enter a shade name or code (minimum 3 characters)
 Choose the actual colour chart, where relevant, or leave at the default (CUSTOM COLOUR)
 Enter formula variant code or leave blank (leave blank unless there is to be more than one formula for the same
colour)
 Click Save Details button to save colour definition data into the database (then continue with formula loading
steps (Section 3.1.2)

Figure 3.1.1

3.1.2 Entering or Changing Formulation Detail
Refer Fig 3.1.2
 Double-click on item in “Tinters available” table to add this tinter into the formula or select the tinter and click
the Add Tinter button or select a tinter and drag’n’drop the tinter on to the formulation viewer.
 Click on any tinter line in the (bottom right) formula table to operate on that line item
 Overwrite the Change weight value at the bottom of the window to change the quantity of the highlighted tinter
in the formula
 Click Delete Tinter button to delete the selected tinter line from the formula table
 Click Scale to 100 button to view the formula in percentage terms (total 100 Kg)
 Click the Automatic or Manual radio button to specify whether mixing and converting “clears” will be added into
the formula in the standard proportions for the product line (when the formula is used) or whether the formula
is an entirely manual one, in which case the “clear” quantities (if any) must be entered here as part of the
formula
 Click Save Formula button to save this new or changed formulation into the database
 Click the Clear Formula button to clear the formulation shown in the Formulation Viewer

Figure 3.1
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